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This book has been a culmination of so many things. It has been a crazy roller coaster of a year, which we were only able to 
get through by the strength of God alone. Having His Word as the foundation of our homeschool has been such a blessing in 
what was a very difficult time in our lives. 

The excitement that so many have shared with me on this journey has prompted me to try and put into words all that we did 
this year, and how we did it. I have had countless emails from those who were curious, so I finally decided to get it into a book 
to share with you!

Please know that I share our story with the caveat that you may know it is our story. It is not meant to be something that I think 
everyone should do or should follow. I implore you to seek God’s will for your family first in all of your decisions. He may 
lead you down a totally different path that is unique to your special family.

So while I share our journey, please keep in mind that God will lead every family on their own path. While it is great to glean 
from others, the only true path to success is to seek first His Kingdom and His righteousness.

Blessings and joy,
Karen

©Karen DeBeus Simply Living...for Him 2013



It’s a beautiful late spring morning as I sit and look out of my window and try to even begin to write this book.  
It’s been a long time coming. I look out over my garden as my mind scans over all of the memories from this past year.

Just as I marvel at those tiny sprouts in the garden that are now growing into nourishing food, I am reminded of what 
God’s Word has done for our family this year. Seeds were planted, then watered, and by the grace of God I have seen 
some sprouts growing. They are growing and the fruit is evident; the fruit that comes from His Word.  
To God be the glory!

God’s Word is our food. I have realized this year so much about how we need it daily. We can not grow without it. Our 
walk deepens by communicating with the Lord through prayer and His Word. That is a lesson I want my children to know. 
Using the Bible as the center of our studies this year did so much more for us than learn academics. It fed us. It nourished 
our souls at a time when we needed it most. In His sovereignty He prepared this year for us knowing just what would 
help us through it.

It was just one year ago that I even had the idea to use the Bible as our main textbook. Was it a crazy idea? Was it some-
thing that me, the unorganized person by nature, could actually do? Well, in my strength I couldn’t, but with God I could!

It all started at a homeschool conference I was speaking at in 2012, when I sat in on one of Mark Hamby’s (Lamplighter 
Publishing) presentations. During his presentation he stated that if he could go back, he would take one year around the 
age of twelve, to only study the Bible. That statement stuck with me all summer. I was intrigued by it. I knew Mr. Hamby’s 
idea was that the student would study only the Bible, but I was thinking more in terms of our whole family studying it 
together, using it as the center of our homeschool. We would put away all of the textbooks, and just learn from His Word. 

I continued thinking how could we not be transformed as a family if we were studying the Bible together in depth? How 
could we not be transformed if we were in the Word for hours each day? How could God’s Word not teach us?  What if 
we truly did seek Him first, knowing He would provide the rest?

Isaiah 55:10-11 says,
“As the rain and the snow come down from heaven,

and do not return to it without watering the earth
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and making it bud and flourish, so that it yields seed for the 
sower and bread for the eater, so is my word that  

goes out from my mouth: It will not return to me empty,
but will accomplish what I desire and achieve the purpose for which I sent it.”

Isn’t that an amazing thought? God’s Word does not return void. It can ONLY accomplish His purpose. I don’t know about 
you, but I see His Word as the only 100% guaranteed book out there amongst all of the curricula offered to produce fruit. 
Can anything else give you that promise? It WILL always accomplish HIS purpose! You can’t go wrong with it as your 
foundation. AMEN!
 
The idea to use the Bible as our main textbook kept coming back to me all summer, until I finally decided God was calling 
me to do this. Just as He had called me to homeschool (and I was so unsure of doing that) He was calling me to use the 
Bible as our main text. 

How on earth would we do it? What would it look like? Could my children really learn if we did this? As I prayed and 
sought the Lord in this, I knew that He was in control, and that if He called us to something, He would equip us. Just as 
He had in the past eight years of homeschooling, He would continue to provide all that we need. After all, I was never, 
ever equipped to homeschool. Yet, through His grace and His leading, He has equipped me daily.

Of course there were doubts, but I clung to the fact that if I depended solely on the Lord, He would provide. Little did I 
know, we were in for one of the most difficult years of our homeschool journey. Well, I didn’t know it at the time, but the 
Lord certainly did. I truly believe that He knew our family would need His Word more than ever that year, and that is one 
of the reasons He placed this journey on my heart.

This book will share our journey. What it actually has looked like- the ups and the downs. It will share the beauty of sub-
mitting to God’s plans and not our own. It will share the power of God’s Word to transform us.

It is not meant to say that we should ONLY use the Bible as our ONLY text. We used it as our main textbook, but we had 
other supplements, and even a separate math program. It also isn’t intended to say that this method is for everyone or 
that this should be done every year. In fact, we won’t always be using the Bible as our main text, even though our studies 
will always, always, be biblically based. 
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So I had decided to use the Bible as our main text. Good. Now what? No spelling? No writing? No science book? No 
curriculum? Ahhh! What was I doing? Was I really going to attempt to do this? It was a leap of faith, but with God as our 
teacher, I knew I couldn’t go wrong. My mind continued to return to the thought that if we never opened a textbook all 
year, and we only learned from the Bible, we could only be transformed. His Word would not return void just as stated in 
Isaiah 55.

Let me back up a bit. I have been writing and speaking about homeschooling for a few years. One of the central themes 
of everything I write and speak about is God being at the center of it all. I have always believed that if we put God first, 
the academics will follow. As homeschoolers we can get so caught up in keeping up with everyone around us and trying 
to pursue perfection in academics, that somewhere along the line, the reasons we are doing this thing called homes-
chool gets forgotten. We get distracted by the worldly things, and soon forget that our main priority is to raise our chil-
dren in the ways of the Lord, and to glorify Him daily.

 If you are homeschooling it is because God has called you to this journey. He wants you to raise your children with Him 
at the center, which is the blessing of homeschool. We can do just that! Matthew 6:33 says we should “seek first His king-
dom and His righteousness and all of these things will be given to you...” 

That applies to homeschool! God already knows what your child needs. He hasn’t called you to homeschool your chil-
dren, so that He can abandon you here to do it on your own. It is quite the opposite.  He has called you so that HE can 
work through you. He will not leave you here to fail. No. If you rely on Him and continue to seek Him first each and every-
day, then He will provide for your family in every way- which of course includes academics.

So back to that summer. The first thing I did before making any “lesson plans” or any outlines of what we would do ac-
ademically, was to pray. I prayed over and over that God would show me exactly what He wanted for our homeschool. I 
wanted to be in line with His will and not my own agenda.

After spending time in prayer and really seeking the Lord on this decision, I was clear that I should go ahead and use the 
Bible as our main textbook. I then chose to start at the beginning- Genesis.

My original plan was that from September to December we would complete an in depth study of Genesis. ( we ended up 
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going through June and into Exodus!) I figured it would look somewhat like a unit study. We would get all of our lessons 
right there in Genesis. Science, history, language, and even some math could all be taught with Genesis at the center. 
(Note- we DID use a separate math program during this time.)

My next step was to sit down and plan this out. Anyone who knows me knows that I like to plan- I love getting it out into 
an outline, but this is not necessarily my nature. You see, I like the idea of planning, but implementing it is much hard-
er for me. I am more of a spontaneous girl- getting an idea and running with it. Yet I knew for this to work, I would need 
some sort of plan ahead of time, or as we got into the school year and our schedule became busier, things would fall 
apart.

I took a few weeks to really research what we would be studying and what other resources I could pull in for our studies.  
Since we were starting in Genesis, I began to look for resources that could help me along the way. I started getting excit-
ed when I realized just how much there was in Genesis to study! I was so excited to learn along with my children.

I spent the end of summer planning, printing out worksheets or coloring pages for my little one, and anything else I 
thought we could use. Come September, this made things so much easier. I had separated things by week, or by pas-
sage, and it was so easy to not have to think about anything extra at that point, but to just dive into the passages, having 
supplements available as needed.

I have four children, three of which were “school age” at the time. My youngest was three (turning four) so he would be 
doing things with us, but mostly fun “pre-school” type of stuff. The others were ages 11, 9, and 7.

I was able to find so many great resources for Genesis. One of the books we used the most for the first few weeks, was 
Ruth Beechick’s, Genesis Finding our Roots. That book helped guide me through the first part of our studies. It had so 
many facts, extra activities, and supplements for what we were studying.

I also picked the passages that we would be studying by week. I wanted to have one passage per week. Each week usu-
ally covered a chapter or two depending on the length of the passage or what we were studying. The plan was that we 
would read the passage together first thing each day. So for four or five days we were in the same passage. The first day 
I would read it aloud, while everyone followed along in their Bibles. Then each day after that, we would take turns read-
ing. This helped the younger ones with their reading skills.
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Reading the passage everyday was also a great way to really let it sink in. Never by the last day did we say, “Oh, here we 
go again...” (That was my fear at first.) Even by the last day, we would see something new! God’s Word is truly so exciting!

Most of our other studies came from the passages we were reading. Writing assignments, spelling and vocabulary words, 
science, history, geography- it was all based on what our Bible passage was for the week. There were many extras and 
supplements, as well as separate math, but the Bible was the center.

Learning this way was new for us, yet it quickly became quite natural.  We weren’t breaking up our subjects necessarily 
by blocks of time. Everything sort of melded together. Some weeks were really science focused, and others were more 
history focused. Yet, isn’t that the way the world is?  Things tie together. It is not broken up into neat little categories all of 
the time. It has all been intertwined by our Master Teacher. Part of the beauty of our studies was seeing how things relate 
to each other and are all interconnected!

There was no bell to tell us it was time to move from one subject to the other. The Bible taught us simply by being what 
it is. God’s Truth. It was actually freeing to learn this way. We were free to spend as much time as we wanted in our pas-
sage, just learning and exploring all there was in it.

One of the things I never expected about learning this way, was that the lessons we learned academically were great, 
but beyond that we grew far more spiritually than ever. Digging into the Bible and understanding different translations 
or digging into word meanings gave my older children a much bigger grasp on God’s magnitude and greatness. I smiled 
when my daughter came home from youth group one evening telling me how they were also learning about Genesis in 
her class. She stated how they were having a discussion asking if God really did create the earth in just six days. When 
asked her opinion she stated, 

 “Well yes, He did, because the word “yom” that is used in the Old Testament literally translates from Hebrew to 
mean 24 hour day.” 

I smiled because I knew that she was not just learning the Bible as a “story,” rather she was seeing it as a historical re-
cord to break down and really understand. That was awesome. It is too easy to teach our kids that the Bible is full of feel 
good stories, but by learning this way, it provided a way for us to see it as a true NON-fiction book, full of facts that were 
breathed straight from our Creator. It is Truth.
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It was so much more than just reading a Bible passage in the morning, doing a quick devotional about it, and moving 
on. That is more of how our Bible time had looked in the past. Rather now, it was taking the passage apart, resulting 
in us  getting much closer to God, the One who inspired each and every word in the book, and getting to know Him 
more.

As I wrote before, we had a really difficult year circumstantially. My husband lost his job shortly after our school year 
began. Yet looking back, I knew God had equipped us to deal with those difficulties. I truly believe He had us studying 
the Bible together as a family at this very time, because this was the year we would need it the most. We needed to be 
buried in Truth at this time. How amazing is God? He ordained every lesson we would learn ahead of time. Yes, I spent 
time planning in the summer, but He was really the One who had orchestrated every detail, so that we would learn ex-
actly what we needed to, when we needed to learn it.

Some days my children would look at me after something we had read and just exclaim, “WOW. This is just like us!” For 
instance, when we studied Abraham and his faith, it was like God was showing us what we needed to do at that time. 
We needed to have faith even when the circumstances around us seemed impossible. 

My most cherished and special memory of the year was at the end of Genesis when we were studying Joseph. I will 
never forget the day we read Genesis 50:20 aloud. I stopped as the hairs on my arm stood up. I slowly repeated it 
again,

Genesis 50:20 
“As for you, you meant evil against me, 

but God meant it for good, to bring it about 
that many people should be kept alive, 

as they are today.” (emphasis mine)

It was JUST like us. What we thought was such a terrible thing when it first happened (the lay off), God had intend-
ed for good. Looking back, we are thankful for the layoff because it was the catalyst for my husband to begin his own 
business, which is a huge blessing for our family. It was also a time of huge spiritual growth for us.

Everything we studied in our Bible always seemed to parallel our lives and it was just what we needed at the time. That 
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was something that my children witnessed that is more important to me than any other textbook lesson. This was real life 
learning at its finest, and with God as our Teacher, we were learning what He wanted us to learn.

Our family was able to get closer to God this year, and we have now made it a priority to study the Word deeper. It is a 
gift He gave us. He planned it this way for us and for that I am grateful.

A Bible based homeschool is about so much more than academics. It is trusting God to teach us. It is desiring to get clos-
er to God as a family. Using the Bible as our main text was certainly unique for us this year. I am so grateful that we chose 
to do this. It was a gift to have His Word as our main focus all year.

Now for some of the cons...

I would say the biggest challenge for me was all of the planning. Looking forward we will be using more supplements 
in our homeschool. For starters, planning this year was very time intensive, so I am going to be taking advantage of the 
wonderful resources out there. We will be adding in other textbooks going forward.

Also, since the ages of my children vary from middle school to preschool, the amount of planning for the different ages 
was a big task. Finding activities and supplements for a large age span is certainly feasible, but it does take work. For me 
that became more time intensive as the year progressed.

So while we will not follow the same pattern we did last year with mostly everything coming from our weekly Bible pas-
sage, we will always study the Bible together as a family. We will also always use a biblical worldview and look at every-
thing from our Creator’s eyes. We will always use Bible based resources, just not necessarily the way we did it this past 
year with our little “experiment.”  

We will continue to let the Lord lead us in our homeschool in every way. We will pray over our decisions and trust in His 
plans for us. After much prayer, I know that this past year was a gift for us for at that specific time in our life. Now it will be 
time to change things a bit. No matter what, with God at the center of our home, and His Word the foundation of our fam-
ily, we can trust our homeschool to be fruitful. I don’t want to get caught up in feeling almost legalistic in that we could 
ONLY use one method or another. Our hearts are turned toward Him, our minds are opened to learn, and He will lead 
regardless of our method.
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The following will now break down how we dealt 
with different subjects. As stated before, they were 
not always learned separately, but many tied in  
together. However for most language arts and 
math, I did assign the different ages different tasks 
to work on individually. There are sample weeks at 
the end of this book.

DEALING WITH
DIFFERENT SUBJECTS



Language Arts

I have always followed a gentle approach to language arts and somewhat fall in line with the Charlotte Mason method, 
so using the Bible as our main text certainly allowed for that. Seeing words and language being used in real meaningful 
context each day was perfect for the way I prefer my children to learn.

Spelling

Since we had the same passage for an entire week, I pulled words out of the passage for each child according to their 
level (three children doing spelling.) I made three separate lists and entered all of the words into Spelling City online. 
Again, I did this as much ahead in the summer as I could, making it much easier to implement in the fall. 

*note- this was one of the more work intensive/planning intensive things I had to do this year. Making the lists and input-
ing them into Spelling City was helpful, but did take a great deal of preparation.

Spelling City is a fabulous resource. First of all, it is FREE. That was a huge blessing. Second, it gave the kids many op-
tions to practice their words each week. They loved the fun and interactive games. On Fridays they usually took the 
“test” that Spelling City provided.

Sometimes during their individual work time I would have them write the spelling words out five times, or use them in 
sentences. It really depended on the week and what else was going on, or if they needed some extra practice.

During our Bible time when we would read the passage aloud together, I would ask the children to raise their hand when 
one of their spelling words came up. Then they would spell it out loud. This enabled them to see their words in real con-
text, rather than just memorizing a list of random words each week. It also helped to see the words over and over each 
day. For my older child, she also had to tell me the meaning of the word.
 
Many times during our read aloud time, I found my youngest would stop me and ask, “What does ___ mean?” when we 
came across an unfamiliar word. This was very exciting to me, as we were able to learn new words and their meanings in 
a very natural way. I believe using a large and diverse vocabulary in real life is the best way to learn new words and make 
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them meaningful to a child, rather than memorizing a list of words. 
 
We also did copywork each week straight from the passage that we were studying. My older children would write in cur-
sive, and my younger one in manuscript. This again reinforced not only the Bible passage, but handwriting, spelling and 
grammar.

Writing

We did many writing assignments based on our passage each week. You can get as creative as you would like in this 
area. It took some planning ahead, but I would try to make up assignments based on our passage for different days of 
the week. 

For example:
Monday - Creative Writing
Wednesday - Letter writing ( to a real person or fictional character for fun)
Thursday - Free topic (or poetry)
Friday - Reports- non-fiction writing

We didn’t always follow this model, but at times it made planning easier. Some examples of different writing assignments 
we did this year are as follows:

Creation week:
• Imagine you are in the garden of Eden. Describe what life is like. (all ages)
• How would you explain to an atheist your belief that God created the earth in six literal days? (6th grader)
• Write a poem about how you feel about being created special and unique by God. (2nd grader)
• Report on an animal of your choice, highlighting the special characteristics that are unique showing how  
 God created it. Could this animal have evolved over time?  Include classification of the animal. (all ages) 
• Illustrate the six days of creation with a description of each day (all ages)
• Write a poem praising God for His Creation (all ages)
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The Flood:
• Imagine you are on the ark. Describe the conditions. (all ages)
• Write a one page essay on the evidence for a global flood (6th grader)
• Describe what the Ark looked like (size, materials, etc.) (all ages)
• Write a newspaper article about the occurrence of a worldwide flood (4th and 6th grader)
• Write a report about dinosaurs or fossils and their proof of a worldwide flood (4th and 6th grader)

Creation Vs. Evolution
• Write an essay telling why Creation is what you believe. Dispute evolution. (6th grader)
• Write about an animal that defies evolution (all ages)

Joseph
• Describe what it looks like when you arrive in Egypt
• Write a poem about the land of Egypt
• Research ancient Egypt and report to the family about something that interests you from that time period
• Write a play about Joseph and his brothers
• Write a newspaper article regarding the loss of Joseph to his family
• Write a story from Joseph’s perspective of what life was like after his brothers sold him
• Write about a dream you once had. How might you interpret it?

No matter what passages in the Bible you are studying, there are ways to assign writing based on them, whether it be 
creative writing, poetry, narrative, informative, or journalism. Be creative, and get them writing! 

Writing assignments based on our Bible passages have been not only fun, but a great way to put our skills into practical 
use. My daughter, who is an aspiring writer, came up with a really great idea during this time for a series of kids books, 
based on what we had learned- sort of like historical fiction adventure books through the Bible. I am encouraging her to 
write, write, write. She has been inspired by the materials, and now I will help her pursue it. I just love when learning be-
comes passion!
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Grammar

Oh, grammar. Grammar and I have a love/hate relationship . I have a pretty informal and gentle approach to grammar. 
Speak correctly, and children will model it in their speaking. Read good literature, and children will model it in their writ-
ing. I have seen my daughter blossom in her natural gift of writing. She went from a reluctant reader and writer early on, 
to a time of transformation during grades 3-6. Once she started reading more, and enjoying the selections she chose, 
I couldn’t stop her! Once her reading became more proficient, her writing naturally followed. I went from worrying if  
she would ever spell simple words, to amazed at her ability to spell much more difficult words. (all without  
much formal spelling lessons)

I believe once she had mastered reading and enjoyed it, she naturally learned good writing. Then she modeled  
that in her own writing. So I make sure that she reads good literature, and I am confident that her grammar and  
spelling will follow.

My boys do not have the love of reading yet that my daughter has for reading. They may or they may not in the future. If I 
see that they need extra help in grammar and writing, then we will pursue more traditional methods, but for now we con-
tinue to just read as much as we can read, whether it be independent reading or read alouds.

We have covered the basics of grammar- verb tense, punctuation, basic parts of speech, etc. However, I don’t give work-
sheets and such on these things. We write and we correct as we go. I teach them in real context. After they completed a 
writing assignment, I would correct it, and teach the grammar as we went along.

I especially don’t teach formal grammar to the younger ones yet, until they have a good grasp on reading. It doesn’t 
make much sense to me to teach them grammar before that, as I have seen with my oldest. My motto is, “Read. Read. 
Read. Then work on the more formal grammar in later grades.”  
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Science

One of our very favorite subjects in homeschool is science. It always amazes me how this is “taught” in schools as a sub-
ject that includes memorizing and learning facts. Science is so much more than that. It is God’s Creation in action. Seeing 
how He made this world so intricately and so wonderfully is nothing short of mind blowing. Studying science in our ho-
meschool is essentially getting closer to God by looking closely at His Creation. It actually helps us to know Him more by 
understanding His character just a bit more.

Science is everywhere in the Bible. However, since we studied only Genesis and part of Exodus during this time, I will 
explain how we incorporated science into our school. Some weeks were more heavily science oriented than others, nat-
urally by what passage we were in during our Bible study time. For instance, Creation and the Flood were major science 
weeks. Instead of studying “topics” in science and starting them and ending them at certain times of the day or week, we 
just naturally learned the science that was right there in the Bible during our studies.

I am a huge fan of Answers in Genesis and their resources were very helpful during our lessons in Genesis. We found so 
many ways to incorporate various videos, articles, books, etc. as supplements to our Bible passages.

We began the year studying Creation. The science that we learned in there was abundant. We learned about evolution 
vs. Creation, about animal classification, and about how God created things in a certain order for a purpose, etc. Creation 
alone could have taken months to study as its own unit study!

We enjoyed thoroughly learning about animals, dinosaurs, and botany. We marveled at His Creation. Science is just a 
part of God’s character. It shows His creativity, His complexity, His brilliance, His Majesty. You can see the order of things, 
the perfection of it, and the awesomeness of His Creation. 

We spent a large portion of time learning about animals during this when we studied Creation. Each child even picked an 
animal to research on their own and report about it. It was exciting to see my seven year old at the library finding his re-
sources and then spending a week learning about his animal.

So as you can see, the Bible was our main text, but certainly not our only one. It was the catalyst for our other studies, 
and the center of our lessons.
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Our Favorite Science Resources:
 

Answers in Genesis 

Apologia

Institute for Creation Research

The New Answers Book, by Ken Ham

What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs, by John Morris 

Adam and His Kin, by Ruth Beechick

Rock Strata, Fossils, and the Flood, Answers in Genesis

Incredible Creatures that Defy Evolution, Jobe Martin

The Real Noah’s Ark, Tom Dooly

The Fossil Book (Wonders of Creation), by Gary Parker

Noah’s Ark: Thinking Outside the Box, Tim Lovett
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History

History goes without saying- the Bible is a historical book, so what better place to get started in learning about our 
world’s history. We had previously studied early American History in our homeschool, so this was the perfect time to now 
study ancient history and world history. Since we were only in Genesis and part of Exodus, we never were able to go fur-
ther than Ancient Egypt, but I can certainly see when we study other books of the Bible, going in depth into different his-
torical time periods.

One thing we did do, besides learning about historical events and how the Bible is a true history book, was to place 
events that we were learning into a time-line. I continued to go over with the kids the idea of time-lines throughout the 
year. I wanted to make sure they grasped the concept of time, and where things fall into place. I am not so much interest-
ed in them memorizing dates just yet, as I am wanting them to grasp the concept of order.

Often during our studies I would remind them of the order of things- and I would also go back to what we had learned in 
American history. I would say, “OK, that was 200 years ago, but now we are going waaaaay back to 2,000 years ago!”  
One activity we made was a “human time-line.” I put out dates on large cards, and the children picked them up and stood 
in place on our “human time-line.” It helped to physically see things in order. Sometimes a long piece of paper stretched 
around the room with dates can just get overwhelming, so this was a different way to understand the concept of time that 
was completely interactive.

Another part about history that I wanted my kids to know through using the Bible as our main text, was God’s hand in his-
tory. Seeing God’s plan unfold for His Creation was important, as was the importance of understanding God’s sovereign 
role in history. Tying together different events, people, and places to see how truly amazing God is in connecting every-
thing was crucial for us. I wanted them to understand God is sovereign and He has ordained each event.
 
Many beautiful and deep discussions were brought about through just understanding God’s providence, and seeing how 

we, in the present, fit into this plan. For me, those were the important history lessons.

Favorite History Resources:
Genesis: Finding Our Roots by Ruth Beechick
Adam and His Kin by Ruth Beechick
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Geography

Learning geography was also an important part of our studies this year. We referred to maps often, had the globe out 
while studying, and pointed out places that we read about as we read about them. Sometimes we would draw maps, and 
we even made a very large poster of Ancient Israel at one point. We supplemented for a few weeks with A Child’s Ge-
ography: The Holy Land by Ann Voskamp, which was fabulous. I only used the chapters that pertained to what we were 
studying but it was very enriching. We loved learning about Israel in particular.

While studying history is integral for the children knowing our place in history, geography is important to get to know the 
places where the events happened, and what the people in those regions were like. One morning I came downstairs to 
find my entire living room transformed into an ancient Egyptian marketplace. There were various “tents’ set up and even 
the goods that would have been sold were represented. My kids went so far as to make a Sphinx and a pyramid in the 
background (out of couch cushions!)  I loved it. I loved it because I never “told” them to do it- they simply took what they 
learned and put it into action. That is where real learning takes place. They brought to life what they were learning, not 
because they had to for a ”school project,” but because they found it interesting, and wanted to do it.  

Our Favorite Geography Resources:
A Child’s Geography-Explore the Holy Land by Ann Voskamp
Google Earth
A good ‘ol fashioned globe!  ;)
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Math

Math is the one subject we did not solely use the Bible for. As stated previously, we wanted to use the Bible as our main 
text, but it was not intended to be the “only” text. Everything we studied this year pretty much stemmed from our Bible 
passages. Math, on the other hand was done separately. We use Math-U-See and use the appropriate level for each 
child. However, at times we did supplement some other math into our studies.

During the days of Creation, it was a great time for talking about orderliness, the calendar, etc. This was especially help-
ful for the younger ones. God is the author of numbers and math, and something so absolute as math truly does point to 
God.

There were also many times we did math problems based on the biblical text we were in. For instance when studying the 
Flood we solved equations based on biblical facts. 

Here are some things we did this year using math:

• Days of the week/calendars/ orderliness- especially for the little ones
• Determine the size of Noah’s ark in comparison to various real life place/things- you can even visit a football field   
 (Noah’s ark was 450 ft. or 1.5 football fields) to give an idea of length
• Practice counting by two’s since Noah brought each animal in pairs
• Research the number seven and its Biblical meaning
• Ordinal numbers and the importance of order (Creation)
• Genesis 5 Math problems based on the generations from Adam to Noah
• Counting games based on 40 (from Noah’s ark, 40 days/nights)
• Calculate how long Noah and his family were on the ark based on Genesis 6-9
• Practice sorting with little ones -based on Creation study and animal classification
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Art

We tied in lots of art this year from our Bible studies as well. Simply Charlotte Mason (www.simplycharlottemason.com)  
has an artist study resource that we used during our study of Abraham. We also looked at many different variations of 
paintings depicting the Garden of Eden, the famous Michelangelo piece The Creation of Adam, and more. Sometimes 
the children would make their own art based on what we were studying as well. We also used See The Light during Eas-
ter time to make a beautiful pastel drawing. They are definitely worth checking out for art that ties in with the Bible. (www.
seethelightshine.com)

Art is another way to point to our Creator, the Master Artist. When we look at various art pieces, we can appreciate His 
creativity in this beautiful world. Study beautiful pieces depicting the Bible passages, and it will bring alive what you have 
read in the Bible.

Hymn Study

We love having worship time together as a family. Sometimes we would just sing songs of praise for what they are. Other 
times, we would pick a certain hymn to study together. We used the book Then Sings My Soul by Robert Morgan to pick 
hymns that tied into what we were learning. We also learned several special hymns during Christmas time.
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SCHEDULES



A typical schedule at our house is, well, never typical. Yet, I know so many people are anxious to see how we did this. I 
will say that depending on what time of year it is, our schedule varies. Yet, a typical day at home, with no outside commit-
ments, usually looks the same. So that is the “schedule” I will share with you. Please remember, that our schedule is not 
your schedule. I don’t share this so you will do what we do, but if you can glean something from it, or it just helps you see 
“how” we do things, then that is great. So here we go:

7-9 am- We all wake, shower, eat breakfast, etc. Everyone is supposed to read their Bibles, make beds, and dress before 
anything else. By 9 am we all gather at the dining room table (or couch) and get ready to read the passage for the week. 

9 am- Pray. We pray for our day before we begin. Sometimes we sing hymns or worship songs together. Then, we read 
the Bible passage for the week aloud. As we read, we stop and go over words, or discuss various topics. I will usually talk 
a bit about what the passage means or what we can learn from it. Many mornings I have been amazed at where our dis-
cussions go from the Bible passage alone. Connections are often made to other passages, to life, or to lessons we are 
learning. I cherish this time.

After our discussion (roughly about 10 am), we then pull out some other resources (that I have picked beforehand) to go 
along with the passage. For instance, during the Flood, we watched many videos, read articles, or looked at books about 
this topic. During the end of Genesis or the beginning of Exodus we looked at resources about Ancient Egypt and An-
cient Israel.

This is why I say that some weeks are very history intensive, and others were very science intensive. During the Flood we 
learned so much about geology and about how fossils tell us about the Flood. During Creation we learned a great deal 
about animals and discussed evolution vs. Creation. There was so much science those weeks. It really just depended on 
what passage we were in.

Dividing up subjects is not really very cut and dry when we studied this way. They were more intertwined with each other, 
and that was fine by me, because life isn’t really necessarily defined by neat little boxes either.

My kids really enjoy hands on activities, and so many times during this time we would also do crafts, projects, or other  
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activities to instill what we were learning. Sometimes we used notebooking pages, sometimes we made maps, some-
times we used coloring pages. We did experiments often when we studied plants. We made pyramids out of salt dough. 
The list is really endless with adding in supplements.

We also read literature to go along with our studies. We enjoyed some good historical fiction books and beautiful picture 
books. We used all types of books to appeal to each age of my children.

After this time, it was usually time for lunch or close to it. (12 pm)  Then the kids would get started on their “individual” 
work or wait until after lunch to start. Individual work consisted of their math lessons, their own personal reading assign-
ments, and writing. They also would work on their Spelling City lessons, practice dance and cello (my daughter) or any-
thing else they were working on individually.

During this time I would also take a break to catch up on emails, my blogs, answer phone messages, etc. I love having 
this midday break because it keeps me focused all morning. Knowing I will have time to get to “my” things, keeps me fo-
cused on the lessons.

After lunch and all of the individual work was complete, the children would usually spend the rest of the day outside, or 
pursuing their own interests- anything from work on the computer, building legos, cooking, sewing, crafts, etc. Some-
times I would just allow time to “veg out” if needed.

Looking ahead to next year, I am definitely changing our schedule a bit. Yet, that is OK. Isn’t that what homeschooling is 
about? Tailoring to our family’s needs? Changing with our family’s needs? I have decided to continue intense Bible study 
together as a family. Yet, I also know I want to use some different resources for my other children. I will admit, the inten-
sive planning of using everything centered around our Bible study this year was a big task at times. So I am planning to 
use other resources to help us along. We will have history lessons based on our Bible passages and we are using a sep-
arate science. The hardest part for me using the Bible as our main text for one year was admittedly all of the preparation. 
So going forward we will be using several other supplements.
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Preschool



Preschool

Using the Bible as our main textbook this year was so much fun for my preschooler. There are TONS of resources avail-
able for studying Creation, Noah’s Ark, etc. I wanted him involved in our studies though as much as possible, so that he 
will always know these Bible passages as truths and not just “stories” as so many of the resources out there for little ones 
make it seem. When he saw how his brothers and sister were learning, he often wanted to sit in and listen. If he would 
rather be off playing with his toys though some days, that was fine too. I never “made” him sit with us, but would sort of 
let him come in and out. Often times, I would have a coloring page that went with our topic available for him to do while 
listening to our Bible reading and discussion.

He was also able to learn many of the preschool skills this year during our studies. For instance, during Creation, he and 
I went over the calendar, days of the week, etc. We talked about numbers. During Noah’s Ark he learned about animals.  
I had him sorting objects when the older kids learned about animals and classification. Remember, God is the author of 
these things! What better place to start learning these things than with Him. It was really fun to incorporate him into our 
lessons!
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Conclusion

Overall, this experiment has proven that God is our Master Teacher. He is the One who ultimately decides what we will 
learn and when we will learn it. The more we are rooted in His Word and His truth, the closer we are to Him. We are 
equipping our children for this world with the lessons that they will need most in this world.

Using the Bible as our main text has been a blessing beyond measure. Yet, I don’t think it “has” to be this way. As long 
as we continue to teach a biblical worldview, point to Him in all things, and provide a solid Bible study, we are free to in-
corporate many other supplements. The Word is our foundation, and that is the true basis of Bible based homeschooling. 
How you go about teaching is between you and the Lord.

The most important thing you can do in your homeschool is seek Him first. Never follow what anyone else is doing or any 
other curriculum without first seeking Him. Trust Him to lead your family.

Our experiment has taught us that we will always study the Bible in depth, and it will always be the center of our learn-
ing. We trust God in all of the details. It is an amazing world that he has created, and we are excited to continue to learn 
about His creation in science, history, math, and everything else we learn. All Glory to God for what He has done and will 
do. He is the Master Teacher.
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FAQ’s

Where do you start? How do you decide what part of the Word you are going to study? 

With prayer. It all starts with Him. Pray and seek His will for your homeschool. Last summer this idea just wouldn’t leave 
my mind, so I knew it was from the Lord. I then prayed and asked Him to show me what to teach. My mind came to the 
beginning- Genesis. 

Choose a book of the Bible that you would like to study. Then start looking for resources to go with it. Continue to pray 
through the planning. You may want to break down the book you choose to study by week. It helped during the year to 
have folders with each week that I had filled with various supplements to use during those weeks. And remember, the 
Bible was our MAIN textbook- not our only textbook. As long as everything we do keeps the Bible as our center, and our 
Bible study is our most important focus, I am satisfied :)

How do you choose the Bible Verse your children memorize?  

I chose copywork or a memory verse from our passage each week. I usually chose a more well known verse, or one that 
I felt applied to something in our life at the time.

How far ahead do you do your research on your lessons from the Bible if you don’t use any preplanned 
lessons?

I planned September- December in one big chunk the summer before we began, Then I had the next half of the year 
planned out, but a bit more loosely. Every Sunday night I would gather the materials needed for the week, and I would 
pray over the week ahead.

I have 4 kids, 16-8. Two of them LOVE Bible anything; two do not. I want all of my kids to be involved, but 
the older two really bring it down. What do you suggest?

This is a really good question. Of course we all want our children to LOVE Bible time and sit obediently and learn as a
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family. The first thing though we must do before we can address this question is address our children’s hearts. Is this an 
issue between the child and the Lord? Where are they at in their walk with the Lord? Do they not enjoy Bible time be-
cause they don’t want to be grouped in with the younger children? There are many different dynamics to this question. 
So first, sit down with the older children and talk. Find out what the problem is, and truly listen without judgement. Don’t 
even offer a solution-just hear them out. Then, pray about how to proceed. 

Next, explain to your child that Bible is important to your family and it will be required to learn. Yet, also find out what 
these children want to learn about. Start adding in things that interest them as well. Find ways to tie those interests in 
with God. Point to the Creator in everything. Use what interests them to teach them about God.

Pray over these children’s hearts each day-pray for their spiritual walk. The world will try to entice them, and they need 
prayer. Also, remember to model to them your expectations. We can’t expect our children to love Bible time, if they don’t 
see us in our Bible. They need to see what a living, breathing, God honoring relationship with the Lord looks like. And 
then just keep praying....Only God can do the changing, but our job is to do the pointing.

I would like to know if its possible to link all subjects together.

Yes, absolutely. We were able to tie everything back to our weekly passage, for each age group. It takes some creativity, 
but it is definitely possible.

Is it possible to homeschool without spending such large amounts of money? 

It absolutely is. The internet is a wealth of information these days, and there are so many free resource available ( be very 
careful though to discern good quality choices filled with truth.)  I also used a local church library that had AMAZING re-
sources. Some books or videos I bought on Amazon used because I wanted to own them, but most of them I borrowed. 
We also  used Netflix and You Tube often. I used so many free or budget friendly resources this year, that I started shar-
ing all of the Bible based resources on my website Bible Based Homeschooling (www.biblebasedhomeschooling.com). It 
has been a blessings to be able to share good resources that are out there, and in turn I have been able to contribute my 
to own family’s income because of the site, which was started during my husband’s job loss. How soveriegn is God! He 
always provides and He always works all things for good!
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Is it possible to do this without huge amounts of time spent prepping?

Yes, and No. Is that clear enough? Ha! No really, I mean, of course you could feasibly go through the Bible and let it 
speak for itself. Yet, there is so much that I myself don’t know, and there were many extras I wanted to incorporate. It 
DOES take a great deal of time to prep the lessons, but it also really depends on your goals and what you are wanting to 
add in. 

For us, the prep work was the biggest challenge. Yet, nothing in life that is worth doing is always easy, and my time with 
the Lord became more precious than ever. Those times spent prepping in the Word and in commentaries just brought me 
closer to the Lord.

How will this work for toddlers and preschoolers? Do you incorporate hands-on activities?

These are my favorite years! School at this age for us is play! Plus, these little ones absorb so much of the information 
around them, so just being in the room when doing Bible studies is helpful. I don’t always make the little ones sit still and 
“listen” at such young ages, but they can color or play with quiet toys while we study our Bible. I am always amazed at 
how much they do actually learn. I once had a Sunday school teacher tell me she was shocked when my four year old 
explained “prophecies” to her!

When I read aloud the little ones still stay in the room, and even if the stories are for older levels, they always get some-
thing out of it. Plus, it trains them to sit and listen to read alouds. I also make sure to pick age appropriate books for them, 
as even my older children still enjoy picture books! Sometimes I have them read to the younger ones as well. 

We love hands on activities and there are so many great ideas out there. When time (and life!) permitted, we would incor-
porate crafts for my preschooler to do while we were studying a certain passage. For example, during Noah he made a 
paper plate ark and a rainbow craft. During Joseph we made him his own colorful coat out of a brown paper bag. Some-
times the kids would put on a skit about one of the lessons, and they always included him. 

Most importantly at this time, teach them who God is, and that He is real. He is not a “story” in the Bible. He is real, He is 
their Creator, and He is their Maker. Let them come to know Him through His word.
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What about gaps in their learning?

This question is one that I think most homeschoolers ask at some point on their journey. My answer is that we must trust 
God with our children. This is the same God that created the universe, the same God that saved my soul from darkness, 
this is the miracle maker...nothing is too hard for Him. Including homeschooling. If He called me to this journey, and I seek 
Him throughout this journey, He will provide for my children. He cares for them, and He will lead me in teaching them. 
yet, I must seek Him in all.  

There are always going to be “gaps” in learning, because we never stop learning our entire life. We will never know it all. 
For the short time that I am able to teach my children, I trust that God placed us on this journey for a purpose. I trust He 
didn’t call me here to fail. The gaps will only ever be filled in heaven. :)

Lastly, remember, you can always supplement with any books you feel that are necessary. You do not need to only use 
the Bible, or even mostly use the Bible. You can make studying the Bible a priority, but please never feel you can’t use 
any other books. There is a wonderful world out there waiting to be explored. Study the Bible. Study it deeply. Yet, use it 
as a springboard for learning about all that is out there.

What about multiple ages?

My children were close enough in age at this year in our life that this worked well. Yet, having a high schooler and a pre-
schooler would obviously present different challenges. Certainly the high schooler and preschooler can learn about the 
same passage, just at their own levels. Again, this is one of the challenges, especially in the planning aspect. It really de-
pends on how much planning you are up for, and how much work you are willing to put into it.  

As of now, we are studying the Bible together in the mornings for our family time, and that includes history and geogra-
phy for all. Other subjects are then done separately.
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These are very loose samples of some of our 
weeks. Use your creativity to add in activities 
that your family would benefit from.  
These are not intended to be lesson plans, just 
ideas and samples of what some weeks looked 
like in our home this past year.

SAMPLE
W E E K S
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Sample Week #1

Bible Passage: Genesis 1
Genesis; Finding Our Roots
Answers Book 1 (Chapter 8)

Math extras: Roman numerals (older children)
Spelling lists from passage

Copywork Genesis 1:1

Preschooler:
Calendar/ Days of the Week 

Mini Creation book
Preschooler- make your face worksheet (created in God’s image)

Read “A” is For Adam, Ken Ham

6th grader- Read Adam and His Kin Chapter 1

ALL: Discuss being made in God’s image
Write about what makes you unique. Draw a picture of yourself 

to go in your binder
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Sample Week #2

Bible Passage Genesis 1

Copywork- Genesis 1:1-2
Spelling lists from passage

Animal reports- ALL - various books chosen at library for research

6th grader: Adam and His Kin Chapter 2

Various videos from Answers in Genesis (online at Answers Kids)
Indescribable Video- Louie Giglio (You Tube)

Write: Essay on Creation vs. Evolution
Real live debate- Creation vs. evolution (ALL)
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Sample Week #3

(The following can be spread over 2 weeks)
Bible passage: Genesis 42-43

Spelling list from passage
(Spelling Bee on Friday- for fun)

Write about what life was like in Ancient Egypt
Essay on why the Egyptians built pyramids

Geography- Egypt and Israel. 
 (A Child’s Geography: Exploring the Holy Land)

Maps- Ancient Israel and Egypt/ review continents (modern)
Explore ancient Egypt through various websites, books, etc.

Family Read aloud: Echo in Egypt

Extra fun: Prepare Ancient Egyptian feast
Watch Joseph King of Dreams

Preschooler- Brown paper bag craft-make a “colorful” coat
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Sample Week #4

The Flood
Spelling lists from passage
Copywork from passage

Counting by two’s (younger)

Think Outside of the Box video
AiG videos- fossils/flood

Writing: You are on the ark.  
Describe what is looks, sounds, and smells like!

Extra Math Activities

Fossils resources
Adam and His Kin (chapters 9-13) 6th grader
What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs? (all)
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CHRISTMAS SEASON SAMPLE WEEK

Bible passage: Luke 2:1-20
Hymns- Go Tell it On the Mountain, O Holy Night

Prophecies- research
Video- The Star of Bethlehem

Writing- Creative: You are in the manger when Jesus is born. Tell 
about it.

Read: The Tale of Three Trees, Jacob’s Gift, 

Math extras: Probability/ watch video on 
prophecies and probabilities

Websites:
http://missionbibleclass.org/1b0-new-testament/new-testa-
ment-part-1/life-of-christ-early/prophecies-fulfilled-in-jesus/

http://www.gty.org/resources/print/sermons/80-318

http://www.freebiblestudyguides.org/bible-teachings/prophe-
cy-christ-first-coming-prophesied.htm
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For more information visit me at

www.biblebasedhomeschooling.com
www.simplylivingforhim.com

Email: karen@simplylivingforhim.com


